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1 Introduction

Laser wakefield acceleration is a rapidly maturing par-
ticle acceleration technique which is used to generate
particle beams using laser-matter interactions [1]. This
method has the distinct advantage that it can sustain
acceleration gradients several orders of magnitude (100s
GV m−1) greater than conventional RF cavities (≤ 100
MV m−1), making the accelerator much more compact.
This rapidly developing field has already been used for
a number applications e.g generating hard x-rays for ab-
sorption contrast imaging [2].

One aspect of Laser wakefield accelerators (LWFAs)
which is being actively researched is the stability of the
generated electron beams. Control over these electron
beams will increase the scope of applications for LWFA.
Since narrow energy spread beams were first achieved
through the self-injection mechanism [3–5], several types
of injection mechanisms have been proposed to control
the parameters of the electron beam. Here we report on
an experiment using the Gemini (TA2) laser to investi-
gate injection using the ionisation of clusters [6].

2 Injection

LWFA are driven by a short pulse (<50 fs) high power
(a0 >1) laser to generate a high amplitude electron
plasma wave. Where a0, the normalized vector potential
is defined as a0 = 0.855(I[1018W/cm2]λ2µm)0.5. Electrons
which are injected into the plasma wave are accelerated
by its intrinsic space charge force to high energies. These
waves have a phase velocity given by

γp =
nc
ne

(1)

For injection to occur, electrons have to be trapped in the
potential of the plasma wave. This can occur for a suffi-
ciently non-linear plasma wave if stationary electrons are
present near the minimum of the wake potential. The

minimum a0 require to trap stationary electrons is given
as [7]

a0 & 1.2

√
1 − γ−1

p

3 Cluster dynamics

A cluster is a collection of atom/molecules ranging from
10s to 10,000s of particles at solid density. Clustering
is achieved by using a supersonic gas jet [8]. As the
gas exits the nozzle its flow velocity increases while its
flow temperature decreases. This triggers the onset of
clusters inside a gas. The van-der Waals force in a clus-
ter holds the atoms together at solid density. This ef-
fect is typically parametrised by an empirical scaling law
named the Hagena parameter (Γ∗) [9].

Γ∗ = k
(d/ tan(α))0.85

T 2.29
0

P0

NA = Γ∗2

In this expression d is the throat diameter of the gas jet
(in mm), α is the expansion half angle of the gas jet,
T0 is the temperature of the reservoir, P0 is the backing
pressure of the gas jet, k is a value which depends on
the gas used and NA is the average number of atoms
in the cluster. For Γ∗ >100 the medium is known to
cluster [8]. The value of k for a particular species in this
expression has been determined experimentally. For the
gases used in this experiment, the relevant values are
shown in Table 1

helium methane
k 3.85 2360

Table 1: Values of k for the gases used in this experiment
[8]
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4 Cluster injection

Clusters provide a much larger source of stationary elec-
trons. It is hypothesized that they will increase the
charge of the electron beam injected into the plasma
wave. In Figure 1 it can be seen that the electrons which
are liberated near the peak of the laser pulse (and subse-
quently near the minimum of the potential of the plasma
wave) are the ones being trapped are accelerated.

Figure 1: Blue path represents the path taken by elec-
trons which are injected by cluster enhanced ionisation
injection.

5 Experimental setup

Figure 2: Experiment layout

The Gemini (TA2) laser was used to carry out this
experiment. This laser provides 500 ± 5 mJ pulse in
45±5 fs focused onto a 15±5 µm spot size using a f/17
focusing geometry as can be seen in Figure 2.

The generated electron beam is diagnosed using two
diagnostics, namely the beam profile monitor which is a
scintillating sheet of Lanex (L1 in Figure 3) normal to
the electron beam and the electron spectrometer which
consists of a 0.6 T magnet and two Lanex screens (L2
and L3 in Figure 3) to capture low energy (10 - 45 MeV)
and high energy (45 - 300 MeV) electrons.

The beam profile monitor is at the entrance of the
electron spectrometer and this provides additional infor-
mation about the pointing of the electron beam into the
spectrometer as can be seen in Figure 3. The measured

Figure 3: Particle diagnostics layout

charge was absolutely calibrated on the high energy elec-
tron spectrometer. This was done by using image plate
(IP) and then calibrating the counts on the camera to
the charge retrieved using IP [10]. The charge on the
other two lanex screens for the beam profile monitor and
the lower energy electron spectrometer could be inferred
relative to the high energy electron spectrometer.

Two main types of targetry are used in this experi-
ment, a 5mm exit diameter gas jet and a variable length
(3-7 mm) gas cell (see Figure 4). In a gas cell, the con-
ditions for clustering (the gas cell is filled slowly and the
fluid does not undergo cooling) is not present.

The gas cell will have a different scale length for
its ramp compared to a gas jet. To identify this effect,
helium was also examined in the gas cell compared to
the gas jet. Density was measured using a Mach-Zender
interferometer and verified using fluid simulations per-
formed using the FLASH hydrodynamic code[11]. Fluid
codes provide the mass density (ρ) of a gaseous species,
by assuming an ionisation state (Z) we obtain the elec-
tron number density (ne) in the plasma channel.

ne =
ρZ

ms
(2)

By varying the inlet gas pressure we could control the
electron number density of the interaction. The electron
number densities range of interest is 5 ×1018cm−3 - 4.5
×1019cm−3
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Where ms is the mass of a single molecule or atom.
Methane from a high pressure gas jet was used as the
target gas for testing the effects of clustering. Hence by
comparing the difference between methane in these two
settings it is possible to discern the effect of clustering
on LWFA.

Figure 4: Gas cell used in this experiment

6 Charge enhancement from clustering

Methane in a gas cell configuration (where clustering
does not occur) was compared to the gas jet case (where
clustering occurs) for similar plasma lengths. The mean
laser energy for clustered case was 510 ± 40 mJ and for
the non-clustered case is 540 ± 40 mJ.

Figure 5: Peak electron energy. The linear 1D energy

gain is given by Wmax[eV] = 2mec
2nc

ne

In Figure 5, the clustered case can be seen to follows
the 1D energy scaling within the error bars, whereas the
non-clustered case does not.

Figure 6: Comparison of beam charge between the clus-
tered (red) & non-clustered (blue) on a) Beam profile
monitor, b) Low energy electron spectrometer and c)
High energy electron spectrometer.

In Figure 6a it can be seen that for the clustered
medium the charge on the beam profile monitor is sig-
nificantly higher than the non-clustered case.

Clustered Non-clustered
X Pointing [mrads] 1.46± 0.18 1.56 ± 0.36
Y Pointing [mrads] 1.84 ± 0.22 2.69 ± 0.49
Short axis beam di-
vergence [mrads]

7.29 ± 0.72 7.51 ± 1.02

Long axis beam di-
vergence [mrads]

9.44 ± 0.66 10.63 ± 1.61

Γ∗ 143-448 N/A
Mean cluster size 5.4 × 104-

6.8 × 105
N/A

Table 2: Electron beam and cluster properties
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7 Discussion

It can be seen in Figure 6a that the charge of the electron
beam incident on the beam profile monitor is greater, by
a factor of up to 2, for the case where clustering is present
relative to the case where clustering is absent.

Within the spectral fluctuations, it can be see the
low energy part of the spectrum (defined as being less
than 45 MeV) in Figure 6b does not gain a significant
amount of charge between the two cases.

The charge enhancement affects the high energy
part of the spectrum of the electron beam more than
the lower energy part of the spectrum. The relative dif-
ference in charge between the clustered/non-clustered in
the high energy lanex screen is up to 35 times in Figure
6c.

The electron beam for the non-clustered case is on
the threshold of detection for the high energy lanex (≤
45MeV) which is why they are not observed on the lanex
screens. The electron beams generated by a clustered
plasma reach significantly higher energies than in non-
clustered plasma. This could also be because of guiding
enhancement in a clustered plasma [13].

When the laser pulse is being guided more effi-
ciently in the medium, it can maintain high enough in-
tensities to drive a plasma wave for greater distances.
The plasma wave needs to be driven for long enough
such than electrons can gain energy from it. This is the
reason why the clustered case follows the linear 1D en-
ergy scaling whereas the non-clustered case does not.

8 Conclusion

The presence of clustering can be seen to increase the
charge injected into a wakefield accelerator. This is at-
tributed to the injection of electrons from solid density
clusters in plasma. Clustering also influences the peak
energy that the electron beams reach after being in-
jected. Enhancements in the guiding of the laser pulse
are purported to influence the peak electron energy.
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